
Alice in Wonderland Questions
1. Number the events from 1-4 to show the order that they happened. 

One has been done for you.

   Alice lands on a pile of leaves and twigs.
   Alice misses her cat.

�    Alice starts falling.
   Alice thinks about falling straight through the Earth.

2. Who is Dinah? Tick one. 

   a jar of marmalade
   Alice’s pet cat
   Alice’s pet bat
   a white rabbit

3. �9G8E�ŜA7<A:�BHG�G;4G�<G�<F�8@CGL
�J;4G�7B8F��?<68�7B�J<G;�G;8 
jar of marmalade? Tick one. 

   She drops it.
   She puts it in her pocket.
   She puts it in a cupboard.
   She offers it to her cat.

4. Draw three lines to match each question to the correct answer.  
One has been done for you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Where does Alice think that 
she will land? many lanterns

What is the hall lit with? ginger

What colour is Dinah? a white rabbit

What is running along 
the passage?

Australia or New 
Zealand
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5. Why does Alice get confused and say, “Do bats eat cats?” 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                     

6. �BB>�4G�G;8�ŜEFG�C4E4:E4C;�58:<AA<A:�The well was either… 
Find and copy one word which shows that Alice had wanted the 
marmalade jar to be full. 
 
 

                                                             

7. Alice was not hurt and immediately jumped to her feet. 
This might be seen as unusual and unexpected. Explain why. 
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Alice in Wonderland Answers
1. Number the events from 1-4 to show the order that they happened. 

One has been done for you.

�    Alice lands on a pile of leaves and twigs.
�    Alice misses her cat.
�    Alice starts falling.
�    Alice thinks about falling straight through the Earth.

2. Who is Dinah? Tick one. 

   a jar of marmalade
   Alice’s pet cat
   Alice’s pet bat
   a white rabbit

3. �9G8E�ŜA7<A:�BHG�G;4G�<G�<F�8@CGL
�J;4G�7B8F��?<68�7B�J<G;�G;8 
jar of marmalade? Tick one. 

   She drops it.
   She puts it in her pocket.
   She puts it in a cupboard.
   She offers it to her cat.

4. Draw three lines to match each question to the correct answer.  
One has been done for you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Where does Alice think that 
she will land? many lanterns

What is the hall lit with? ginger

What colour is Dinah? a white rabbit

What is running along 
the passage?

Australia or New 
Zealand
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Alice in Wonderland

5. Why does Alice get confused and say, “Do bats eat cats?” 
 
 

�668CG�4AFJ8EF�J;<6;�E898E�GB��?<68�:8Š<A:�G<E87`94??<A:�4F?88C
 
such as: Alice gets confused because she is becoming tired.

6. �BB>�4G�G;8�ŜEFG�C4E4:E4C;�58:<AA<A:�The well was either… 
Find and copy one word which shows that Alice had wanted the 
marmalade jar to be full. 
 
 

disappointed

7. Alice was not hurt and immediately jumped to her feet. 
This might be seen as unusual and unexpected. Explain why. 
 
 

Pupils’ own responses providing that they make reference to Alice 
ABG�58<A:�<A=HE87�5L�4�?BA:�94??
�FH6;�4F��G�<F�HAHFH4?�4A7�HA8KC86G87�
because Alice has fallen a really long way yet she is not hurt. 
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